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â€˜Hypnotically deprogramming addictionâ€™ is the 8th book in the Rogue Hypnotist series! The

internationally bestselling author on hypnosis is almost giving away his entire addiction busting

system for next to nothing! The world class information in this book will help ANY hypnotist/therapist

create addiction â€˜self-cureâ€™ in your clients in about an hour! Addictions can be speedily beaten!

The Rogue Hypnotist is a genuine expert on addictions. The processes unveiled and brought

together in this hypnotic deprograming manual will make your success rate with addiction clients

skyrocket!In this no nonsense book you will learnâ€¦ 1. What addictions really are!2. How to interview

a client with an addiction briefly and purposefully.3. How to negotiate with all the parts of a client

that uphold an addiction process: 2 addiction lethal formulas show you how.4. How to dissociate

clients from addicted states of mind!5. How to associate clients into addiction free futures!6. How to

symbolically install pleasurable states of mind so powerful that addictions cannot find a way back!7.

Addiction ending metaphors!8. How to skilfully use Neuro-Associative-Conditioning (N.A.C) to break

the addiction cycle forever! 9. How to help a client identify and satisfy their universal human needs

so they can stay 100% drug addiction free permanently!10. How to boost addictsâ€™ self-esteem

and worth so that they feel good without drugs!11. Why the teen brain is predisposed to drug

use!12. The real causes of the drug plague in the Western world!13. Why there is no such thing as

an â€˜addictive personalityâ€™.14. How to reframe drugs from â€˜friendsâ€™ into parasitic

psychopaths! 15. 8 powerful hypnosis session scripts for â€“ stopping smoking, cocaine, gambling,

sugar/chocolate, excessive alcohol consumption, marijuana and heroin addictions! 16. A host of

bonus modules including the Rogue Hypnotistâ€™s never before seen â€˜Neuroscience

inductionâ€™: perhaps his most powerful hypnotic induction yet made known!  If you want to stop

the living hell of addictions then YOU need this book. Get it before your competition â€“ never before

in one place have such a comprehensive range of addiction smashing strategies been made

available for hypnotists, hypnotherapists, psychotherapists and just the downright interested; and

the best thing is they all work in the field! If you can speak you can use this potent information

easily! What are you waiting for!? Everything you need is right here! Unleash your clientâ€™s

addiction recovery potential - today!
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I must say I've been seeing the Rogue Hypnotist eBooks advertised on my kindle for a while. I

confess I didn't like the cover artwork and I didn't like the title Rogue Hypnotist. Was I wrong. The

Deprogramming Addiction caught my eye so I got it on kindle Unlimited for free. I listened to it on my

kindle text to speech. Absolutely fantastic scripts and techniques to help with addiction. I highly

recommend it to all hypnotists. What an education!

This book is set apart from the other ones in that it covers compulsions and addictions to a greater

degree. This seems to be more advanced hypnotic work and i have not tried any of it yet, but the

writing is solid and some of the advice is so down-to-earth that it sounds practical and workable.

This might be the best book in the series, which is already very good if a little scattershot. Highly

recommended.

Again a great insightful book. I would highly recommend this book and the entire series. I would

suggest that one read the others in the order published. The more you know the more you will

ingest and be able to use.

Extremely helpful book with lots of great ideas, approaches, metaphors, as well as doing quite a bit

of myth-busting (which the RH is famous for) for taking out addictions. Great scripts and helpful



advice. HOWEVER, and this comment here pertains only to the Kindle edition, it seems to have

some bugs in it. The book seems to freeze and get "hung" very, very frequently, and this despite

reboots and eliminating excess books on my Kindle. I do not have this problem with other books, so

perhaps there is an issue to be fixed?

This book was like a good meal, you want to keep eating, it goes down easy, and leaves you with

that satisfied feeling in your stomach.I love the way the author teaches these powerful concepts in

one chapter or even one page, compared to some Who could intellectualize these principles into a

whole book, or weekend seminar. Super understandable, extremely practical, 'easily applied.I've

read several of his other books and "ditto" to those. You can't go wrong with all this juicy

information, at such a great price.'Keep writing Rogue hypnotist!

The best natural inductions are described in detail, along with parts work for addiction.

As usual the Rogue Hypnotist's work is amazing! Thank you!

I'm a fan of the Rogue Hypnotist books. First the price is incredible and his information is on point.

I've been a hypnotist for over ten years and love these books
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